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(Received 15 November 1960) 
Measurements on a large circular cylinder in a pressurized wind tunnel at Rey- 
nolds numbers from 106 to lo7 reveal a high Reynolds number transition in 
which the drag coefficient increases from its low supercritical value to a value 
0.7 at R = 3.5 x lo6 and then becomes constant. Also, for R > 3.5 x lo6, definite 
vortex shedding occurs, with Strouhal number 0.27. 
1. Introduction 
Shortly after the closing and before the dismantling of the Southern California 
Co-operative Wind Tunnel (CWT), some time was made available to us for a 
high Reynolds number experiment on a circular cylinder. In  this large pressurized 
wind tunnel (Millikan 1957) it was possible to reach a cylinder Reynolds number 
R of close to 107, compared to about 2 x lo6, the highest value for which wind 
tunnel measurements were previously reported in the literature. There are, in 
addition, some measurements in natural wind, up to about R = 4 x lo6 (Dryden 
& Hill 1930; Pechstein 1940), about which we comment more fully later. 
The many experimental measurements of drag coefficient C, at  subcritical 
Reynolds numbers are in fairly good agreement as to the values of C,(R), but in 
the supercritical range, i.e. after the transition to low values of C,, there is little 
agreement, except that C, lies between values of 0.2 and 0.4. It is not clear 
whether the relatively large discrepancies here are due to difficulties in measure- 
ment or whether the flow here is more sensitive to the conditions of the experi- 
ment. The measurements of Delany & Sorensen (1953) a t  Reynolds numbers up 
to 2 x lo4 exhibit a multivaluedness which they attribute (private communica- 
tion) to changes in the flow from a symmetrical to an unsymmetrical type, higher 
values of C, occurring in the unsymmetrical flow. Other authors claim to observe 
no asymmetries. 
On the question of vortex shedding at high Reynolds number there is little 
information. It is well known that vortex shedding occurs at Reynolds numbers 
below the critical value, with a dimensionless frequency (Strouhal number X) 
of about 0.2. At critical and supercritical Reynolds numbers there are, to our 
knowledge, only two sets of measurements. The early ones by Relf & Simmons 
(1924) indicate that in the transition range there is a predominant frequency in 
the wake, which they called ‘aperiodic’, compared to the ‘accurately periodic’ 
flow at R < lo5. Their measurements show that the Strouhal number of these 
frequencies increases as the drag coefficient C, decreases. 
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More recently, Delany & Sorensen (1953) obtained measurements at still 
higher Reynolds numbers (106 to 2 x lo6) using a pressure pick-up in the wake 
close behind the cylinder. The shedding frequencies, which were determined from 
the predominant frequencies on an oscillograph record, show considerable 
scatter, as do those of Relf & Simmons; the values of S are between 0.35 and 0.45. 
From these two sets of measurements, it would appear that S rises rapidly in 
the interval R = 2 x lo6 to lo6, and that there may be a rapid decrease at about 
2 x 106. 
Our intention in the present experiments was to overlap the Reynolds number 
range of the existing measurements, while extending them to values of R as 
high as possible. The time available for preparing and performing the experi- 
ments was so short as to preclude a thorough investigation of all aspects of the 
flow, but it was hoped to obtain answers to a few obvious questions: Does the 
drag coefficient continue to change! Is there vortex shedding? Is there an 
asymptotic state, i.e. can we say anything about the ultimate form of the flow 
as R -+ co, and at what values of R are we approaching it Z 
2. Experimental arrangement 
The experiments were performed in the subsonic test section of the CWT, 
which had a height of 8.5 ft. and width of 11 ft. It could be pressurized to 4 atm; 
pressures of 1 and 2atm were also used. To avoid compressibility effects, the 
flow speed was limited to a Mach number of about 0.25. 
Hot, wire 
Splirrer position 
5.i i n . 2  
FIGURE 1. Arrangement of cylinder in the wind tunnel. 
The cylinder was a seamless 'black steel' pipe which had been sandblasted 
to remove its protective paint and scale. This resulted in a surface roughness of 
about 200 pin.  The cylinder had a diameter of 18 in. and was round to within 
&in. (in diameter). It spanned the S i f t .  height of the test section. Pressure 
orifices were located every 10" (with additional ones a t  6' = 95" and loso), over 
half the circumference at  the middle section. These were connected to a pressure 
measuring system consisting of pressure transducers which read out to digital 
indicators and recorders. The sensitivity of this system was set to give full output 
at  the highest dynamic pressure, consequently there was a deterioration of 
accuracy at lower values of the dynamic pressure. 
A hot-wire anemometer was mounted at  a fixed position, 7.3 diameters down- 
stream of the cylinder axis and 0.7 diameters off the centreline, as shown in figure 1. 
The output of the hot wire, in a standard circuit, was fed into a spectral analyser, 
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which could scan the frequency spectrum and record it on a pen recorder. We 
were looking for possible vortex shedding peaks in the spectrum. Whenever 
one was indicated on the record, it was tuned by hand and its frequency accurately 
determined by comparing it to an oscillator signal whose frequency was measured 
by an electronic counter. 
Provision was made to install a 'splitter plate' on the centreline behind the 
cylinder, as indicated in figure 1. It also spanned the S i f t .  height of the test 
section, extended 4ft. along the centreline, and was 2in. thick, being made up 
of two pieces of plywood bolted together. 
3. Wall interference corrections 
To obtain the highest possible Reynolds number, the cylinder diameter chosen 
was a little larger than might have been desirable from the point of view of the 
wall interference. With a diameter d = 1-5ft. and tunnel breadth b = 11 ft., 
the blockage ratio was dlh = 0.136. To correct for the wall interference effects, 
we made use of the formulas of Allen & Vincenti (1944), which give, for the cor- 
rected values of velocity and drag coefficient V and C, in terms of the measured 
values V' and C& 
V _ -  V ,  l+&'i(~)+O-S2$2, 
These formulas were obtained, following the earlier work of Lock, Glauert and 
Goldstein, by using image doublets to represent the interference between wall 
and cylinder, and image sources to represent the interference between wall and 
wake; the two effects give the third and second terms, respectively, in the 
formulas. Such an analysis does not take into account possible interference 
effects on the separation mechanism and the structure of the wake close behind 
the body; changes in these could have an important effect on the drag. This 
would be especially important in regions where C, is changing rapidly with R, 
but probably less important where C, is nearly constant. The experimental 
evidence relating to wall interference on cylinders is not entirely satisfactory. 
We have used equations (1) and (2) as the best available, believing them to be 
fairly accurate at  our highest Reynolds numbers, where C, is nearly constant. 
The maximum corrections to V' and Ci were about 4 and 10 %, respectively. 
The uncorrected drag coefficient Cg was obtained by integrating the measured 
pressure distribution Ck(0); it  was then corrected with equation (2). When 
corrected values of pressure coefficient C, were needed (e.g. figures 3 and 4), 
these were obtained from 
(C, - l )=  - (Ck-1). (";)" (3) 
Corrections for Reynolds number R and Strouhal number X are the same as 
for the velocity. 
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( a )  Drag coeficient 4. Results 
The corrected values C, are plotted against R in figure 2. Also shown, for com- 
parison, is the well-known curve of C,(R) at lower values of R. Different in- 
vestigators do not agree exactly on this curve, but the differences are small, 
except in the supercritical region. We have chosen Wieselsberger’s (1921) curve 
as representative and have also plotted the results of Delany & Sorensen (1953) 
in the supercritical range (all the dashed lines). The latter extend to a higher 
Reynolds number than any other wind tunnel experiments of which we are 
aware, and they illustrate the difficulty in obtaining consistency in the super- 
critical range. It had been hoped that our experiments would overlap the 
R 
FIGURE 2. Drag coefficient. 
existing measurements more than they do, but we were unable to obtain sufficient 
accuracy at our lowest Reynolds numbers, since the dynamic pressures were so 
low that the resolution of the pressure-measuring system became inadequate, 
and there was insufficient time to change it. 
Our results match the trend of those at  lower Reynolds numbers, as well as 
this can be determined from the multivalued behaviour, and it is apparent that 
C, increases in the range lo6 < R < 3.5 x lo6, from a value of about 0-3 to about 
0.7, and then levels off at  the latter value. It will be noted presently that the 
value R = 3.5 x lo6 apparently marks the end of a transition range. 
Also shown on figure 2 is the value of C, obtained by Dryden & Hill (1930) in 
some experiments that are apparently not well known. These measurements 
were made on a smoke stack with a clear height of 120ft., the values of C, being 
obtained from pressure distributions at a section 41 ft. from the top, where the 
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diameter was 11.Sft. The wind speeds were about 25-40m.p.h., which corre- 
sponds to Reynolds numbers of 3-5 x lo6. Their mean value of C, for a group of 
observations is 0.67 & 0.04, and it may be seen that this agrees quite well with 
our results. A point of interest is that Dryden & Hill inferred the wind speed 
from the measurements on the cylinder, making use of the fact that the maxi- 
mum pressure is stagnation pressure, while the pressure at 31" on either side of 
that point must be nearly static pressure. For experiments in the natural wind, 
this technique is clearly better than one using a velocity measurement at some 
location removed from the cylinder. 
R 
FIGURE 3. Base pressure coefficient. 
In  another set of experiments with a short stack ( I  = 30ft., d = loft.), Dryden 
& Hill obtained much lower values of C, (approximately 0.4) at the same values 
of R. The lower value may be attributed to  the small length-diameter ratio, as 
may the similar results of Pechstein (1940) on a cylinder of length 10m and 
diameter 2m in a natural wind. 
( b )  Base pressure coeficient 
Changes in C, are closely related to changes in Cpa, the pressure coefficient on the 
back of the cylinder. This was determined from the average pressure over 20 
or 30" on either side of the rearmost point. The results (corrected values) are 
plotted in figure 3, together with a curve obtained by Flachsbart (1929) a t  lower 
Reynolds numbers. The curve determined by our points is faired into Flachsbart's 
curve. (We have not included other investigators' results on this plot ; inclusion 
of these would show a scatter or multivaluedness at supercritical Reynolds 
numbers, like that on the C,(R) curve.) 
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( c )  Pressure distribution 
A pressure distribution at one of the highest Reynolds numbers (8.4 x lo6) is 
shown in figure 4, in which the corrected pressure coefficient C, is plotted against 
6, the angle measured from the stagnation point. Shown for comparison are 
typical pressure distributions at lower Reynolds numbers, R = 1.1 x 105, which 
1 
0 
c, -1 
-2 
-3 
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8 (degrees) 
FIGURE 4. Pressure distributions. 
is typical of subcritical Reynolds numbers, and R = 6.7 x lo5, which is typical 
of Reynolds numbers just above the critical transition to low values of C,. 
Our curve, which is nearly the same as the mean curve given by Dryden, differs 
from the other two. It shows a base pressure coefficient which is nearer to that 
of the subcritical distribution, but the distribution of pressure near 6 = 90" 
indicates that the separation point is further back than in the subcritical flow, 
possibly at  90' or greater. (The point at 8 = 80" is a bad point; it  has no sig- 
nificance with respect to separation.) 
The pressure distributions for all our experiments are similar to this; the main 
effects of Reynolds number and splitter plate are on the base pressure coefficient 
(of. figure 3). 
(a)  Shedding frequency 
The Strouhal number X of the vortex shedding frequency is plotted against R 
in figure 5, together with previous measurements in the transition range and at 
subcritical Reynolds numbers. 
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It should be pointed out that, with the technique used, the measurement of S 
is much more accurate than that of C,, since the accuracy does not decrease with 
decreasing dynamic pressure. This improved accuracy is apparent from the small 
scatter in S(R). 
Of much significance also is the fact that at  our measuring station, vortex 
shedding was not observed at R < 3.5 x 106, although observations were made 
at all Reynolds numbers down to 0.9 x 106. The onset of shedding at R = 3.5 x lo6 
was quite definite. Below this value no peak frequency occurred; above this 
value there appeared a strong spectral peak, well above the turbulence level. 
0.5 
0.4 
0-3 
S 
0.2 
0.1 
105 106 107 
R 
FIGURE 5. Strouhal number of vortex shedding frequency. 
The (somewhat lower) harmonic (i.e. double the shedding frequency) also 
appeared, as is typical at subcritical Reynolds numbers for a hot wire not too 
far off the wake centreline. Although we were not able to make correlation 
measurements, say, at two wake positions, we have little doubt that what was 
observed waa vortex shedding similar to that below R = lo5. 
This raises the question of why we did not observe the frequencies reported 
by Delany & Sorensen (1953) at values of R between lo6 and 2 x lo6. The latter 
measurements (as those of Relf & Simmons 1924) were made with a probe only 
1 or 2 diameters behind the cylinder, whereas ours was 7-3 diameters downstream 
of the cylinder axis. It was not possible to move it closer during the course of 
our experiments. We shall return to this point later. 
Relf & Simmons (1924) noted that an increase in shedding frequency is accom- 
panied by a decrease in drag, and vice versa. This is illustrated in figure 6, in 
which C, and 11s are plotted over a wide range of values of R. 
( e )  Effect of the splitter plate 
Experimental points for which the splitter plate was installed behind the 
cylinder are indicated on the figures by flagged symbols. The main effects of the 
splitter plate are as follows. (i) The shedding is suppressed; there is no indication 
of a peak in the spectrum. (ii) The plot of C, (figure 2) indicates a small decrease 
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in C, at values of R above 3-5 x lo6, but no effect at  all at  lower values. This is in 
contrast to the marked effect at subcritical Reynolds numbers observed in an 
earlier investigation (Roshko 1955). Evidence of a decrease is more obvious in 
figure 3, which clearly shows a decrease in -Cpb at R > 3.5 x lo6. (iii) There is 
no significant effect on the pressure distribution, other than that related to changes 
in the base pressure; the distributions are all similar to the example given in 
figure 4. 
Delany & Sorensen 
I 0 
" 1  10 102 103 104 105 106 10' 
R 
FIGURE 6. Drag coefficient and reciprocal of Strouhal number. 
Unfortunately, it was not possible to go to Reynolds numbers as high as in the 
experiments without the splitter plate, because at  the higher dynamic pressures 
severe flutter developed at the trailing edge of the splitter plate. The reason for 
this flutter is not clear; apparently it was not connected with vortex shedding 
off the cylinder, since this was suppressed by the plate. Possibly shedding off 
the trailing edge of the splitter plate itself had an effect. 
5. Ideas about the flow 
It was not possible in these experiments to make a detailed investigation of 
the wake structure, but from the results obtained we tentatively propose the 
following picture of the wake development. 
(a)  Transitions and characteristic ranges 
The lower, or critical, transition at 2 x lo5 < R < 5 x lo5, from high to low values 
of Cd, is followed by another (upper) transition, at 106 < R < 3.5 x lo6, to a new 
plateau on which the coefficients have the following mean values: C, = 0.70, 
c p b  = - 0 - 8 6 , s  = 0.267. (Possibly the whole range from R = 2 x lo5 to 3.5 x lo6 
could simply be called the transition range.) For convenience in referring to 
them, we call the range on either side of the lower transition 'subcritical' 
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(C, = 1-2) and ‘ supercritical’ (C, + 0-3), respectively, according to established 
custom; let us call the plateau following the upper transition ‘transcritical’ 
(C, = 0.7). 
As is well known, the (critical) Reynolds number at which the lower transition 
occurs can be lowered by introducing turbulence into the flow or roughness on 
the cylinder; we may expect a similar effect on the upper transition. 
In  the lower transition the wake width d, decreases from values larger than 
the cylinder diameter d to values smaller than d, as the separation point moves 
from the front to the back of the cylinder. In  the upper transition, the indication 
is that the wake ‘ opens ’ again, the separation point moving forward. However, 
it does not move to the front of the cylinder, and d, remains less than d. This 
view is supported by the form of the pressure distribution (figure 4) and by the 
values of C, and X at transcritical Reynolds numbers; the reasons are outlined 
in the next section. 
A rapid opening of the wake would also explain the fact that, for the narrow 
wakes, we did not observe shedding frequencies 7 diameters behind the cylinder 
whereas Delany & Sorenson did observe them close to the cylinder. 
v, 
Type A (d,P > 1) Type B V,/d < 1) 
FIGURE 7. Free-streamline model for relating base pressure coefficient to wake width. 
(b )  Free-streamline model 
It has been found useful (Roshko 1954,1955; Eppler 1954) to represent the mean 
flow in the vicinity of the cylinder by a free-streamline flow having the character- 
istics sketched in figure 7. In  this model, the pressure on the wake boundary is 
constant (C, = C,,) from the separation point s to a point t at which the boundary 
becomes parallel to the free stream. Beyond t the wake width remains constant 
at  the value d, while the pressure recovers to the free stream value. In  a wake 
of type A, which is characteristic of the subcritical region, separation is on the 
front of the cylinder, and d,/d > 1; for type B, which is characteristic of super- 
critical and transcritical flow, separation is on the back of the cylinder and 
In  some earlier work (Roshko 1954,1955) we had postulated that the shedding 
frequency n must depend only on the wake parameters d, and V ,  = V (  1 - C,,)*, 
and that in terms of these there must be a universal Strouhal number, defined by 
S* = nd,/V,, which is independent of the body producing the wake. Thus, it is 
related to the conventional Strouhal number X = nd/ V by 
d,ld < 1. 
23 
s d V ,  d - -- - - (1 - CPW)k x” - dWV a,, 
Fluid Moch. 10 
(4) 
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From experimental determinations of 8 and C, for circular cylinders, wedges 
and flat plates at subcritical Reynolds numbers, and from the theoretical relation 
between C,, and d,/d for flows of type A, we concluded that the universal 
Strouhal number has the value S* = 0.16. 
Now if the nature of the vortex shedding at transcritical Reynolds numbers is 
basically the same as at subcritical values, then the universal Strouhal number 
should apply to this range also. We corroborate this as follows. It can be shown 
from a simple momentum consideration (Eppler 1954) that, for flows of the type 
shown in figure 7, 
Applying this formula to our measurements in the transcritical range (type B), 
we obtain d,/d = 0.70/(0.86) = 0.81. This value in equation (5) then gives 
S = (0.16) (1-86)4/(0-81) = 0.27, which checks very well with our mean experi- 
mental value 0.267. 
These measurements seem to confirm, then, that at transcritical Reynolds 
numbers dw/d < 1, but the vortex shedding is otherwise similar to that at 
subcritical values. 
Attempts to make similar calculations in the supercritical regime are un- 
successful. Taking experimental values of c d  and C,b from several sources, we 
find that calculated values of d,/d vary from 0.3 to 1.2, the latter clearly in dis- 
agreement with observation, and calculated values of 8 vary from 0.15 to 0.7. 
We must conclude that either the experimental data in this region is inaccurate, 
due to an inherent capriciousness of the flow, or the free-streamline model is 
inapplicable here. 
( c )  Effect of the splitter plate 
In  experiments at subcritical Reynolds numbers (Roshko 1954) it was found that 
a splitter plate has a strong influence on the flow. Briefly, the flow changes from 
one with alternate shedding to a steady symmetrical flow in which the separation 
streamline reattaches on the splitter plate, forming two closed recirculation 
regions on either side of the plate. At Reynolds numbers of the order of lo4, 
C,b changes from about - 1.0 to - 0.5 and c, from 1.2 to 0.7 (cf. figure 2). 
The present experiments with a splitter plate at  transcritical Reynolds num- 
bers, while rather limited, due to the flutter problem mentioned earlier, also 
indicate a definite effect. The vortex shedding is stopped, C, is changed from 
- 0.86 to - 0.76, and C, is changed from 0-70 to 0.63; the changes in the coef- 
ficients are not nearly so spectacular as at subcritical Reynolds numbers. 
In  the upper transition leading to the transcritical regime, the splitter plate 
appears to produce no effect whatsoever on c d  and c , b .  This raises the question 
as to whether, in the supercritical rkgime, there is true vortex shedding; inter- 
ference with the alternating flow that must accompany vortex shedding should 
produce some effect. 
In  the experiments by Fung (1960) who measured the fluctuating forces on a 
cylinder at  Reynolds numbers up to 1.4 x los, no definitely periodic force was 
observed, in contrast to the case at subcritical values (Ribner & Etkin 1958). 
Unfortunately we were not able to look for the frequencies reported by Relf & 
Simmons and Delany & Sorenson and to observe the effect of the splitter plate 
( 5 )  cd = ( - cp8) 
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on them, since we could not shift our hot-wire probe to a position near the 
cylinder. 
( d )  Nature of the transitions 
The existence of the upper transition makes it somewhat difficult to interpret 
the flow in terms of the classical description of the critical Reynolds number, 
which is roughly as follows. ‘At subcritical Reynolds numbers the separation is 
laminar, and occurs early, on the front of the cylinder. With increasing Reynolds 
number, transition in the boundary layer moves ahead of the laminar separation 
point, the now turbulent boundary layer can withstand a greater pressure rise, 
and so separation moves to the rear of the cylinder, with a consequent decrease 
in the drag coefficient.’ To include the new results in this picture we would now 
have to say that in the upper transition a turbulent separation moves forward, 
finally reaching a stationary point, still on the back of the cylinder, and C, 
becomes constant. 
It is probable that the actual events are somewhat more complicated. Bursnall 
& Loftin (1951) have point,ed out that in the supercritical range there is evidence 
of a laminar separation ‘bubble ’, that is, a localized region consisting of a laminar 
separation, transition, reattachment and turbulent separation. Such bubbles 
have been observed to play an important role in the stalling of thin airfoils. The 
occurrence of a bubble is indicated, for instance, by a ‘flat ’ in a rising pressure 
distribution, such as that at  about 0 = 105” in Flachsbart’s curve (figure 4). 
If the region of localized separation is small, the flat may not be so definite. 
It is possible that a separation bubble occurs throughout the supercritical range. 
On the other hand, it is certain that at  sufficiently high Reynolds number there 
will be no bubble. We suggest that the disappearance of a separation bubble 
characterizes the transition from the supercritical to the transcritical rkgime. 
(We are indebted to Dr I. Taxi for a discussion of this point.) This suggestion 
is tentative, subject to further experimental investigation, but we have no other 
explanation of the upper transition. 
Thus we would propose the following classification: at  subcritical Reynolds 
numbers the separation is laminar, in the supercritical range there is a laminar 
separation bubble followed by turbulent separation, and in the transcritical 
range the separation is purely turbulent. 
6. Concluding remarks 
It is unfortunate that the time available for our experiments was too short to 
permit an investigation of some of the points raised in the preceding paragraphs, 
particularly since facilities for obtaining such high Reynolds numbers are not 
generally available. But even in the more accessible range of supercritical 
Reynolds numbers, additional work is needed. The question of vortex shedding 
in this range needs more attention and a study of the development of the laminar 
separation bubble would be useful. 
We are left with the question concerning the asymptotic nature of the flow for 
R-tco .  What would be the further effect of increasing R beyond the values 
reached in our experiment? It seems unlikely that there will be any further 
transitions, since the point of boundary-layer transition can now only move 
23-2 
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smoothly forward on the cylinder. This may affect the location of the separation 
point, but can hardly be expected to produce rapid changes. There is then the 
question of Reynolds number effects on the flow in the wake. To detach this 
problem from the problem of separation it would be very useful to have a set of 
experiments on a flat plate normal to the flow over as wide a range of Reynolds 
numbers as we now have for the circular cylinder. For a plate (or for other 
sharp-edged configurations, such as wedges) the separation point is fixed at the 
edge, and changes in C,, C, and S must be dependent only on the effect of R on 
the wake mechanism. Such information should indicate the trend for R + CO. 
We are indebted to the many people whose co-operation made this ‘crash 
program’ possible. The wind tunnel time was donated by the CWT owner com- 
panies, crews of the Guggenheim Aeronautical Laboratory and CWT assisted 
with the experiments, and the Fluid Mechanics group of the Jet  Propulsion 
Laboratory provided instrumentation. David Russell and Dorothy Diamond 
assisted with the experiments and the computations, respectively. 
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